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Logistics-tech marches ahead,
despite bumps and hurdles
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ne of the biggest news to come from the Indian startup ecosystem so far this year is 

the IPO of Delhivery, the Delhi-based logistics-tech startup founded in 2011. Although 

the IPO started with just three percent of the issue subscribed on the first day, it has done 

much better than other big IPOs like Nykaa and Paytm. (On June 24, 2022, Delhivery’s share 

price was Rs.492; its listing price a month ago was Rs.493. On the same date, Nykaa’s stock 

value has fallen by 30% from its initial listing price and Paytm’s by 70%.)

The Delhivery IPO proves not just the investor value the organisation has built, but also the 

growth of the logistics-tech sector in India.

For the hundreds of thousands of businesses across sectors struggling with the 

infrastructural challenges and inefficient workforce in the highly unorganised Indian logistics 

industry, technology has emerged as a game changer in the last decade. After all, necessity is 

the mother of invention, and technological innovations for the logistics sector have 

transformed every aspect right from packaging, warehousing, transporting, you name it.

I daresay about logistics-tech: it came, it saw, it conquered.

However, the logistics costs in India are much higher compared to the developed world. A 

recent report by consultancy firm RedSeer says that logistics spending contributed to 14% of 

the overall GDP of India compared to the global average of 8%, and road logistics has the 

largest share with 60% of the overall market spends.

Improving the sector would assist in a 10% decrease in indirect costs, as per the Indian 

Economic Survey 2021. It predicts that the Indian logistics market would be worth $215 billion 

by 2024. The sector needs more capital, better tech adaptation among the asset-owners and 

blue-collar workforce, newer business models, and much more to truly bring about a 

revolution. 

O

With the government permitting startups in the delivery sector to experiment with newer 

technologies like Below-Visual-Line-Of-Sight (BVLOS) drones, we are looking at a new era for 

logistics-tech in the country. There is huge scope for further innovation, and a need to focus 

on the cost of logistics altogether.



Highest Funded Logistics Startups In India

Startup Business
model

Total
amount
raised
so far

Latest
round of
funding 

Some
of the
investors 

Swiggy - Food & Grocery
   delivery

- C2C Parcel
   pick up & drop

$3.5 Bn Series J 
$700 M

Accel, Naspers,
SoftBank  Vision
Fund, Tencent

Delhivery B2B & C2C
Courier service

$1.7 Bn IPO -
$303 M

Tiger Global,
FedEx, Lee Fixel,
SoftBank 

Dunzo - Food, Groceries &
   Essentials delivery

- C2C Parcel pickup
   and drop

$400 M Series E 
$250 M

Google, Reliance,
Blume Ventures,
Rajan Anandan 

Blackbuck Freight & Fleet
management
platform

$359 M Series E 
$68 M

Sequoia Capital,
Flipkart,
Tiger Global

Rivigo Relay express cargo
across 30,000+
pincodes 

$299 M Series G
$19 M

Trifecta Capital,
Warburg Pincus,
Sequoia Capital,
Tiger Global

Shiprocket B2B & B2C
Ecommerce
delivery  

$287 M Series E
$185 M

PayPal, Bertelsmann,
Zomato, Temasek,
Aspada Investments,
Beenext, Kunal Shah

XpressBees B2B, B2C, domestic
and Cross border
logistics for online
& offline players

$275 M Series F 
$100 M

Alibaba Group, Paytm,
SoftBank, SAIF Partners,
Chiratae Ventures,
Kris Goplakrishnan

EcomExpress B2B & B2C
Ecommerce 
delivery

$260 M Series C
$44 M

Warburg Pincus,
Oliphans Capital,
iLabs, Haresh Jhaveri

Fareye CEP for Retail,
Ecommerce, Grocery 
& Manufacturing

$153 M Series E
$100 M

Dragoneer Investment
Group, IAN, Microsoft,
DHL, Sanjiv Bajaj,
Anupam Mittal

Year of
launch

2014

2011

2014

2015

2014

2012

2015

2012

2013



McKinsey’s Travel, Logistics & Infrastructure Practice report 2021 estimates that advanced 

technology can reduce logistics costs by about 25% and help companies offer better service.

I can see why.

Imagine: Ten years ago, a full-load truck from Bangalore to Guwahati would have cost a few 

lakhs of rupees to the seller, as the return charges have to be included; otherwise, the empty 

truck coming back all the way to Bangalore causes loss to the driver/asset owner. 

But today, technology helps supply-demand match, and hence the same truck coming from 

Guwahati to Bangalore will have at least half-full load. This will give some profit margin and 

hence the first seller does not have to pay the return charge.

Without technology, such a supply-demand match is nearly impossible. Rivigo and Blackbuck, 

both unicorns, have established themselves with this service. (Rivigo has more than 200,000 

fleet owners in their network which enables their relay trucking, while Blackbuck has more 

than 300 service locations across India to help the shippers.)

However, according to a report by Arthur D Little India and CII this year, there is a 

competitiveness gap of $80 billion in the sector due to higher logistics costs in the country, 

and it will be $500 billion by 2030 if the inefficiencies in the supply chain are not solved. 

(Competitiveness gap is the distance separating an organisation/country from a given 

benchmark. In this context, the gap refers to the one between the current average 

revenue/profitability of the sector in India and the global average.)

In a climate of fuel price hikes – which are bound to increase the costs of logistics, and in turn, 

end price for the customer – tech can bring efficiency in supply chain and help brands keep 

the price hike to a minimum.

A new world



For instance, route optimisation technology can help create cost and fuel-efficient routes 

which will result in shorter TAT (turnaround time) as well as more deliveries per trip. Remote 

tracking allows fleet managers to plan the delivery schedules and get real-time alerts on any 

anomalies like accidents, thefts etc. as well as traffic conditions. SaaS platforms like Loginext, 

PrimaSeller- Multichannel inventory and order
management software - March 2021

Spoton - Express logistics and supply chain
solutions - August 2021

Transition Robotics - Developer of Unmanned Aerial
Systems (UAS) platforms - December 2021

Major Startup Acquisitions in Indian Logistics 

RocketBox - B2B logistics aggregator - January 2022

Wigzo Tech - Marketing automation platform for
ecommerce brands - January 2022

Glaucus - Supply chain management platform
- February 2022

Pickrr - SaaS-based logistics solutions for ecommerce
players - June 2022

Shyplite - Logistics automation and fulfilment
platform - June 2022



IoT products like RFID tags and sensors can track the status/position of goods,

and GPS trackers and environmental sensors can even measure the temperature, 

humidity and other parameters of the assets. Also, predictive IoT applications can 

automate vehicle maintenance and repair.

Not to forget, this is the age of Web3. Blockchain technology, which powers this phase of the 

internet with security and transparency like never before, is making a mark in logistics-tech 

too. It enables transparency in the chain of custody and eases processing of international 

trade documents, while also providing secure data storage (as the stored data cannot be 

changed in Blockchain networks). Startups like Signzy, Eka, Transo, and Statwig, specialise

in Blockchain for logistics.

Bringg, Shipsy, Blackbuck, and Fleetroot are among the startups working to build such 

visibility and easy management in logistics. Shipment tracking technology provides 

end-to-end visibility of the supply chain, and monitors vehicles, goods, and drivers. Indian 

startups like Tagbox, Fleetx, and GoBOLT are already building IoT for logistics. 

So, what now?

I believe that the next stage in the growth of logistics-tech can come from multiple aspects:

1. Foray into medical/pharma industry: Currently, no big players rely on third

parties due to the need for absolute reliability of the supply chain. However, logistics-tech can 

provide the Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning which can help healthcare centres 

reduce costs by optimising sourcing and inventory management. The consolidation of data in 

the healthcare industry can vastly improve supply chain efficiency and patient care. 

Implementing logistics software that is compatible with existing supply chains would help 

scaling as well. 

2. More advancement in the agri-tech sector: Agri-tech startups focus on the supply 

chains of agri-inputs, as well as dairy and poultry. Digitisation of the supply chains 



account for 85% of the total investment in Indian agri-tech startups in 2020, according to 

ThingAg, a platform for accelerating innovations in the food and agriculture sector.

As Shopkirana Co-founder and Supply Chain head Deepak Dhanotiya points out, most 

of the agri-commodity is moved by traditional trucks even today. “The first-mile of 

agri-logistics needs aggregators. Since the agriculture market is huge (worth $288 billion in 

2021 according to market research firm IMARC Group) even owning 1% of it

will make a huge player,” says Deepak.

3. Adoption of electric vehicles:  Multiple State governments have mandated aggregators 

to go 100% electric by 2025. Even though India is yet to build an EV ecosystem with charging 

infrastructure facilities, I am sure that the multiple startups in this space will see to it. For 

instance, e-grocery startup VegEase began deploying EV in its last-mile logistics in August 

2021 and will move completely to an electric fleet by 2024. The company has said that this 

move will contribute to an operating cost reduction of 25%. Agri-tech startup Waycool has 

recently launched a 100% EV distribution hub in Bengaluru and plans to expand the same.

4. Training the blue-collar workforce: Adoption of technology is rising among the 

blue-collar workforce; but a higher level of proficiency can come only with professional

training. Abhishek Nehru, founder of digital-first distribution platform Ripplr, says that his 

company trains the truck drivers and warehouse staff in-house since it is hard to find 

well-trained blue-collar manpower. “They are comfortable using smartphones now; but tech 

adoption is yet to go a long way. Proper training and efficiency can eventually lead to higher 

salary for drivers too,” he says. A few startups are already working in the skill-development for 

logistics workforce. Larger logistics companies like AllCargo and NTC have established their 

own training centres (with government accreditation) to train drivers. 

New Technology In Logistics 

Electric Vehicles with lesser energy consumption for last-mile delivery

End-to-end supply chain for pharma/medical industry

IoT products like sensors, RFID tags, GPS trackers, etc.

Blockchain for secure data storage and processing trade documents

Agri-tech supply chains, especially first-mile transport aggregation



The time has never been better for investing in the logistics-tech sector, as existing 

businesses are proving their mettle while new players are also shaping up well. Models like 

Dunzo and DelhiveryDirect have already proven that C2C is a huge market. With 

Quick-Commerce (like Blinkit, Zepto and Zipgo) and last-mile logistics demanding more 

innovation, newer business models are bound to come up. 

A gigantic market

The amalgamation of last-mile delivery and sharing economy is something I am looking 

forward to. The right tech can match available capacity of commuters with delivery demands 

for intra-city last mile deliveries.

Models like UberCargo, UberRush, and Dolly in the US, and Nimber from Norway

are already using technology to match commuters with consumers looking to ship 

something. (Depending on the commuter’s vehicle storage space, the size and volume

of the shipments can vary.)

Likewise, Alibaba’s Cainiao enables its network members to access a unified logistics data 

platform for order fulfilment by leveraging each other’s capabilities.

These models can be replicated in India, especially for B2C transactions. With D2C businesses 

rising, the industry will move towards smaller-sized shipments and faster deliveries anyway.

The Economic Survey had stated that the Indian logistics industry employs at least 22 million 

people currently, and this is bound to increase as the sector grows. Transforming the sector, 

especially in an era of fuel price hike, would impact not just the people dependent on the 

sector for livelihood, but the future of the Indian economy itself.

Logistics-tech is looking at a new era of possibilities, especially with the ULIP (Unified Logistics 

Interface Platform) aiming to create a National Single Window Logistics Portal, and 

multi-modal logistics parks coming up under the union government. 



Data: RedSeer report December 2021
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Did You Know?

Road Logistics market in India will be worth $330 billion by 2025. 

Inter-city road logistics spend in India stood at $209 billion in
2021 – 87% of total road logistics spend.

I am ready to bet that, with the right capital, the extraordinary talent pool in the Indian tech 

workforce can do similar wonders. I hope investors will ensure that lack of capital shall not 

hold this sector back from achieving its full glory.

Tech giant Google’s Supply Chain Twin - a cloud service that replicates physical supply chains 

digitally - has brought down analytics processing time from 2.5 hours to 8 minutes in some 

cases! It won’t be long before Google does to supply chains, what Amazon did to enterprise 

management with AWS - bringing down prices for good! 
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a unified technology solution for equity management and 
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Nimesh believes that strong and accomplished leaders do 
not create followers — they create more leaders. Now an 
investor, entrepreneur, and mentor, Nimesh has been 
recognised in the list of top 40 angel investors in India. He 
has invested in more than 50 startups. An avid reader and 
coin collector, Nimesh is always in pursuit of new cuisines 
and is a self-confessed coffeeholic. Outside work, his 
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Nimesh Kampani
Co-founder and CEO, trica



Disclaimer
The delivery and contents of this communication do not constitute a recommendation, offer or solicitation to enter into any contract or agreement to provide 
any investment services, or to apply for, or buy any securities, to effect or conclude any transaction of any kind whatsoever in any jurisdiction to any person.

The services and information described in this communication are provided to you “as is” and “as available” without warranties of any kind, expressed, implied 
or otherwise, including but not limited to all warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or non-infringement. Capital Grid Technologies Pvt 
Ltd (trica) shall not be liable for any loss whatsoever arising from any use of the information in this communication.
Investing in unlisted businesses (particularly startups and early stage) is a high risk / high return investment strategy and carries significant risks including 
illiquidity, loss of capital, rarity of dividends and dilution. It should only form part of a balanced investment portfolio and is targeted at investors who are 
sufficiently sophisticated to understand the risks involved and are capable of making their own investment decisions. Use of this communication is governed 
by trica’s Terms of Service and Privacy Policy, as well as various notices, rules, policies, and procedures that may be published on its website.

Your use of this communication serves as your acknowledgement and acceptance of these terms, conditions, and disclaimers.

trica is not affiliated with, sponsored by, or endorsed by any of the companies listed, described, or featured in this communication
or on its site.

About trica
trica is a unified technology solution for equity management and transactions. Everything we do is tech-enabled and with 
our proprietary personal touch. With a suite of world class products and deep network with Indian startups and investors, 
trica is your gateway to India's private markets.

trica comes from the house of LetsVenture (2013) which has created India’s most active and trusted online investment 
platform for early stage startups with a portfolio value of over $3 billion and an Angel AIF with an AUM of over $64 million. 

trica’s investors include Accel, Lighthouse Canton, Secocha Ventures and marquee angels and family offices.

www.trica.co
Linkedin Twitter

Join our exclusive network of investors.
Connect with us nimesh@trica.co

offers unique access to global
funds, family offices & UHNIs for

Direct investments in pre-IPO
and growth startups
Differentiated offerings based on strategy, 
geography & asset class
Global investment
Fund and portfolio management

Recommend our equity management
product to your portfolio. Connect with us 
siddhartha.sharma@trica.co

offers a product for startups
to better manage their equity

Cap table management
Digitising & automating stock options
for employees 
Digital shares
Investor reporting & board management 


